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Abstract

Abstract

A blockchain is a distributed network which functions as a digit
ledger and a smart contract allowing the secure transfer of
assets without an intermediary. Bitcoin, a P2P electronic cash
system, is the first manifestation of the blockchain technology.
As the internet is a technology to facilitate the digit flow of
information, the blockchain is a technology to facilitate the
digital exchange of value. Due to its distributed and secure
nature, blockchain technology is believed to be the next
generation digital exchange platform with wide applications
such as cryptocurrency, healthbank...etc.
While the blockchain technology is conceptually powerful, it
suffers from two major problems: scalability and security. In this
talk, I will first give a "crash course" on the blockchain protocols,
e.g. PoW (Proof of Work) and PoS (Proof of Stake). I will then
focus on a particular PoS model to show how this design may
entail risks, especially for medium to small investors. I will also
list a few challenges and research directions in the blockchain
designs which are worth further developments.
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This talk offers an introduction to empirical supply chain
research. We will introduce the evolution of datasets on supply
chain contracts and global sourcing and provide examples of
how they are used in recently published papers. In particular, we
will discuss the latest research on global sourcing under the
Trade War and COVID-19. For example, even before the Sino-US
trade war, the U.S. federal government suppliers were less
dependent on Chinese procurement than non-federal
government suppliers. However, just before the new tariff hikes,
the federal government suppliers significantly increased their
imports from China to stock up their inventory as a buffer. For
another example, we study the tariff passthrough during the
Trade War and find that the import prices to the U.S. do not
change in the overall sample. Specifically, some foreign
companies surrender their profits to lower the export prices to
the U.S., while others choose to withdraw from the U.S. market
due to low margins.
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Prof. Jing Wu is an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Decision Sciences and Managerial Economics at The Chinese
University of Hong Kong (CUHK) Business School. He graduated
from Tsinghua University with a bachelor’s degree in Electronic
Engineering, and received his MBA and PhD from the University
of Chicago Booth School of Business. His main research fields are
the operations-finance interface, global supply chains, FinTech,
and business intelligence. His papers are published in leading
journals such as Management Science, M&SOM, and POMS. His
articles appear in magazines such as MIT Sloan Management
Review, the Economist, and Forbes. His quantitative findings on
the supply chain impact of COVID-19 and Trade War are covered
by 400+ media in 20+ countries globally. Prior to academia, he
worked as a Quantitative Strategist at Deutsche Bank New York.
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